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Abstract
The purpose of this research is to describe the position of Black people as the folk who get discrimination in America and explain the Narrator’s voice as the Black people in conveying the equality between Black and White people in America that is represented in Invisible Man novel. This research uses qualitative research. The researcher needs postcolonial literature by Lois Tyson to get evidences the effects and goals of the author in creating a story. The analysis reveals that Black people include subordinate people, oppressed minority group, and lower class that always suppressed and exploited by superior people who have power. Black people try to fight against superior to show their feeling of freedom for getting the same position and equality as White by conveying their voice through protest. The conclusion shows that inferiority makes Black people who have lower position in society get oppression that cause physical and mental disturbance from superior and the Narrator tries to struggle and get confession of Black people from the domination of White in order to survive their existence in society by conveying the voice with non-violence way through speech, action and music.
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A. Introduction
Invisible Man written by Ralph Ellison in 1952 is chosen by the researcher to be analyzed. This novel tells about Black identity which is socially ignored. Besides, this novel shows the nationalism of the main character’s grandfather whose advice says “keep this Nigger-boy running” through his dream. In order to keep and get their identity, Black people struggle to show their desire for getting their freedom by using protest. The main character in this novel is called as “The Narrator”, who is a Black African-American from South. He becomes increasingly alienated because of the racism he encounters. The Narrator is a gifted public speaker. In his speech, he always tries to show what he feels about the equality of race in the society. This problem makes the researcher more curious to analyze what efforts of Black will be done to overcome the problems which appear in this novel.

Dealing with this issue, the researcher will analyze a novel entitled Invisible Man by Ralph Ellison in 1952 by using Postcolonial literature by Lois Tyson in 2006. Tyson (2006: 418) writes that as a domain within literary studies, postcolonial criticism not only consists of a subject matter that literature produced by culture developed in response to colonial domination but also theoretical framework that seeks to understand the operations politically, socially, culturally and psychologically of colonialist and anticolonialist ideologies. It means
that postcolonial is the interpretation of literature which is influenced by the experience of people about the event in the colonial domination.

Based on the explanation above, the researcher is curious about the story. The researcher wants to know the position of Black in USA because the novel would make people eager to read it. Besides, the researcher wants to know the main character’s voice to get his equality as White in USA, where USA is one of the countries that respect human rights. This case is interesting to be analyzed. It will be explained more in this study. The researcher will focus on analyzing the Narrator’s voice to convey his struggle to get the equality and position the same as White people.

B. Method

The researcher uses qualitative research because the research analyzes the social phenomena in the various condition of people’s life including social and individual setting. In qualitative research, the researcher begins the study by getting data from the primary and secondary data (Ary et al, 2010: 443) focusing on Invisible Man novel and resources such as journal, article, or web related with the analysis of the position of Black in America as study of postcolonial literature. This research takes documentation as technique of collecting data because this research is qualitative research (Yin, 2011: 147). The researcher collects the data through reading the novel, browsing the related data, doing research, reviewing related studies to comprehend the conceptual models, and using theory of postcolonial literature to interpret the social phenomena about the position of Black people in USA represented in Invisible Man novel. This study uses content analysis because the data form of text or literary document Holsri (in Berg, 2001: 240).

C. Result

To begin with the primary data, the following is the portrayal of the Narrator’s voice in Invisible Man novel. The distinguishing events will be several ones; the education of the Narrator, the job occupation of the Narrator, the housing of the Narrator, and the Brother community that is chosen by the Narrator as the community that fight against discrimination. It is necessary to identify the description of the Narrator’s Voice in the novel to see how it is presented in the text in order to get discussion.

From the beginning of the story the Narrator is invited to the local men’s club to read the speech he prepared for his high school graduation. He gives the speech and is rewarded with 2 | The Narrator’s Voice of Freedom in Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man
a briefcase and a scholarship to a Black collage, but only after he endures the humiliation of performing for the White men such as lawyers, preachers, teachers, and merchants there. He and several Black boys are forced to box with blindfolded each other while the White men laugh at their pain.

The Narrator goes off to college and determines to model himself after Dr. Bledsoe, the college’s dean who is well represented in his community and his field. Unfortunately, the Narrator makes a dreadful mistake when he is driving Mr. Norton, a wealthy White man who as one of the founders and a donator a great deal of money to the college. He inadvertently says the side secret of the Black race by allowing Mr. Norton to stop and speak with Trueblood, a Black man from the Black community because he gets his own daughter pregnant. After meeting with Trueblood, Mr. Norton feels weak and the Narrator takes Mr. Norton back to campus. Dr. Bledsoe is so furious with the Narrator’s stupidity that he expels him. Dr. Bledsoe is offering some hope to the Narrator by asking him to send some letters of recommendation to deliver to the school’s trustee in New York. Dr. Bledsoe tells to the Narrator that if he makes enough money for tuition, he can come back to school.

The Narrator sets out for the city unaware that the letters of recommendation are really a hoax just to get him quietly away from the campus. After knowing it, he takes a job in a paint factory. He works with many White people who give unfair treatment to him such as Mr. Kimbro as supervisor in the factory. The Narrator is always commanded and mistaken by Mr. Kimbro. When he works, he gets an accident there. Finally, he turns out from factory.

After that incident, the Narrator moves into a kindly woman’s apartment and stay there without a job until he gets caught up with the community called Brotherhood. Brotherhood is the community that consists of Black and White people who fight against discrimination in society. Brotherhood uses non-violence protest to convey their purpose of fighting against discrimination. The Narrator is given a position as a speaker in Harlem and he works with them. He always conveys his voice and protest of equality of race in every manner. One of the top of his protest is when Clifton, one of the members of Brotherhood is shot by White police. The Narrator makes a funeral ceremony for Clifton and invites all of Black people to join together. In the Clifton funeral, the Narrator conveys his protest to show up the injustice that got from Clifton to the world by giving speech and sing a song.
D. Discussion

The discussion will start identifying the position of Black people in Ralph Ellison’s *Invisible Man* and explaining the Narrator’s voice in Ralph Ellison’s *Invisible Man*. The necessary postcolonial data are as follows. Colonialism is reflected by something opposite each other such as upper and lower position, superior and inferior, powerful and powerless. Upper position is the place where someone or group have power and high position in the society. In other word, upper position is called colonizer in colonialism, while lower position is colonized that have no authority and power. Upper and lower position is the problem that appears in *Invisible Man* novel. Black people as colonized who are in the lower position, while White people are colonizer who are in the upper position. Black people get some problems in positioning themselves in education, job occupation and housing in American society.

Even though Black people have a low position in society, they still try to struggle and show their feeling of freedom to get the position and equality the same as White people by conveying their protest through speech, music, and action.

A. The Position of Black People in American Society: A Social Overview

1. Black People in American Education

It is beginning from the Narrator as the Black people who gets invitation to give the speech at a gathering of the town’s leading White citizens. In order to deliver his speech, he has to make a battle royal to fight with some of his schoolmate as the part of entertainment for White people. They can do what they want because they have power and authority. It can be seen from their command to fight and beat, while the Narrator and his schoolmate just follow their bad command because they do not have power to reject it. Giving bad treatment such as commanding to do something bad and torturing badly that is done by White people includes cultural colonization. According to Tyson (2006: 419) cultural colonization gives the colonized and colonizer negative behavior and lost their origin culture. It means that their origin culture which has good culture is influenced by colonization.

Even though Black people get bad treatment in order to get education, they cannot fight against it. They think that education is important for them. By getting high education, the Black people want to make their life better than before. According to Anderson (1988: 3) the goal of developing an education for Black people are to survive and extend their freedom from colonizer. In colonialism, Black people are the victim of colonization that
their rights are seized by White people such getting good education, while White people as a dominant subject can control everything by using their power.

2. Black People in American Occupation

After dismissing from the college, the Narrator moves to Harlem and tries to look for a job. He gets a job at Liberty Paint which produces only white optic paint. He gets bad treatment from his supervisor, Mr. Kimbro. As the inferior, the Narrator just follows the rule even though he has difficulty to do it. It makes the Narrator as colonial subject. Colonial subject is created by colonizer to make the colonized forced to obey the colonizer as superior. According to Tyson (2006: 421) colonial subject is colonized people who obey and believe in colonizer who have superiority.

As a result, Black people get low wage because of their status, while White people get high wage in their work. It makes inequality between them. According to Western and Pettit (2005: 554) part of the decline in Black-White wage inequality appeared as a result of increased joblessness among low-skill Black men. It makes a differentiation between Black and White people in getting status in society. Consequently, inequality wage makes the effects of high discrimination policy.

3. Black People in American Housing

After the Narrator is discharged from his job, the Narrator is confused to get another job until he gets sick. Marry Rambo, a Black woman who lives at Harlem comes to him and helps him. The Narrator is brought by Mary to her home. She says people with same race in Harlem, they should help each other. She does not want the Narrator gets difficulty especially with White people who have power in their own country. Feeling of being not at own home can be called unhomeliness. Tyson (2006: 421) “Being “unhomed” is not the same as being homeless.” It means that to be unhomed is to feel not at home even in the own home because the people who are migration feel not at home in themselves. This condition is caused by migration of Black people from rural farm or village move to America in search employment. According to Black, Muszynska, Sanders, and Tylor (2010: 3) the Great Migration is many people of African American move from South to North, Midwest, and West.
B. The Black People Positioning in American Society: The Mentality Overview

As inferior, Black people cannot express their opinion. It is because their low position that they get. Inferior who have no power to express their different opinion called \textit{Subaltern}. According to Gramsci (in Saikia, 2014: 56) “subaltern is the inferior of people in society.” It means that subaltern is person or group who has lower position and gets suffering from superior in society. This position makes Black people are forced to obey the rule of White people. According to Smith (2010: 45) “the subaltern may be presented as humble, passive or ignorant, but their actual lived experience may prove the contrary.” It means that subaltern is as inferior who have no power pretend to follow the superior. As a result, it disturbs the mentality of Black people.

The effects of mentalities that are got by Black people such as the attitude of anger, hatred, and impoliteness. According to Alfred (2009: 43) colonialism becomes reality in colonized people’s life when their rights and freedom is seized and it causes disturbing mentalities, psychologies and behaviors of colonized people. It can be seen the Narrator’s anger comes when he is blamed by Mr. Kimbro. The Narrator tries to tell that it does not his mistake but Mr. Kimbro does not care about it. As inferior, he cannot go against Mr. Kimbro even though he makes protest and complain.

C. The Form of The Narrator’s Voice in Ralph Ellison’s \textit{Invisible Man}

Even though Black people have no power to fight against White people, it does not mean they do nothing. Inferior have tried to resist and show up their desire for getting freedom as they can. It is reflected in \textit{Invisible Man} novel where the main character as the Narrator is Black people who try to show their desire of freedom for getting the position and equality the same as White people by giving speech and action.

1. The Verbal Expression of The Narrator’s Voice in Ralph Ellison’s \textit{Invisible Man}

Giving speech is one of the soft ways that Black people choose to show up the feeling because Black people have no power. Delivering speech is not easy for Black people as inferior and subaltern who has minority group and do not have power in society. Subaltern have limited opportunities to show up their desire. According to Ashcroft et al (2007: 201) “there is no way in which oppressed or politically marginalized groups can voice their resistance, otherwise subaltern only has a dominant language or a dominant voice in which to be heard.” It means that subaltern as minority
group has no opportunity to convey their voice of resistance even though they have opinion to be heard. As the result, lack of the power of speech is the main reason why this group continues to live in obscurity although their physical presence is everywhere. Even though subaltern have limited chance to show up their feeling, they try to deliver their speech. Mizan (2011: 83) “says the subaltern struggles and longs to be given a voice.” It means that subaltern have to work hard in order to convey their desire. It can be seen that the Narrator struggles to get a chance for delivering his speech after getting bad treatment from White people.

2. The Non Verbal Expression of The Narrator’s Voice in Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man

Using action or behavior is one of protest form that is used by Subaltern. They choose action protest because they do not have power to show up their feeling directly. Based on Saikia’s statement (2014: 57) “subaltern has a voice borne along with their agony and suffering that is expressed in their attitude, manners and speech, and often bursts out in the form of rebellion.” It means that to show up the desire is not only using voice but also attitude, action, and manners that represent the feeling. As inferior, using action to make protest is the effective way for Black people. The action can represent something that is in the heart and mind and it cannot be expressed directly. The protest can represent their feeling. It can be seen when the Narrator fight against White by using his action to take Black couple’s things back from the street and he persuades the crowd to do it, too.

3. The Existence of Black People During Colonialism

Even though they obey the rule and scare to show up their desire because of their low position, they try to get their freedom for getting position and equality the same as White people by doing non-violence protest. Non-violence protest is the way to maintain their existence toward colonialism. According to Lemke and Samad’s dissertation (2008: 18) the term “non-violence” itself may seem self-contradictory, as it implies a negation of violence.” It means that Black people hate all of the forms of violence for making protest. It is reflected in Black people’s life of the novel which as object of colonialism who survives their existence by giving non-violence protest to show up their freedom for getting position and equality the same as White people in society. Giving non-violence protest in every chance is used by Black people by such as giving speech and using music through its lyrics.
E. Conclusion

The study of *Invisible Man* written by Ralph Ellison discusses about the Narrator who get social oppression by White people and their environment in United State of America. The researcher analyzes the position of Black people and the Narrator’s voice phenomenon of the story as the problems of story. Discrimination makes Black people get social oppression. The effects of social oppression toward Black people are in physical and mental disturbance. Even though they get social oppression, Black people try to show their desire of freedom for getting position and equality the same as White by using non-violence ways through speech, action, and music.
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